1. We announce here the following result: Two homotopic diffeomorphisms of a paracompact separable Hubert manifold of infinite dimension are isotopic.
(1) In this paper, a hilbert manifold (A-manifold) with or without boundary is always hausdorff, paracompact, separable C°°-differentiable and with the infinite dimensional separable hilbert space H as local model.
Let M(M, dM) be an /^-manifold (with boundary), X(X, dX), an A-manifold or finite dimensional manifold (with boundary).
(a) A closed imbedding 0:X~>ikT(</>: (X, 3X)->(Af, dM)) is a C°°-injective map </>:X->M, such that the differential d*<f>(x) is injective for any x, and <t>(M) is closed (for the case with boundary we ask more, (j>~~l{dM) =dM and <j> is transversal to dM in dM).
(
b) A closed tubular neighborhood of a closed imbedding of infinite codimension, <f>:X-+M, (</>:(X, dX)->(M, dM)), is a closed imbedding$:XXD»-*M($:(X, dX)XD«>->(M, dM)) which extends to an open imbedding ^:IXH->M(^(I, dX)XH->(M, dM) with $-*(dM)=dXXH).
REMARKS.
(1) Any closed imbedding of infinite codimension has closed tubular neighborhoods [3] .
(2) For <£i and $ 2 two closed tubular neighborhoods of a closed imbedding <j>:X->ikf($:(X, dX)-±(M, dM)), there exists an isotopy 
(e) Let (M, dM) be an ^-manifold with boundary (X, dX) an hmanifold or a finite dimensional manifold with boundary, </>: (X, dX) ->(M, dM) a closed imbedding of infinite codimension, $ a closed tubular neighborhood, (F, dV) a collar neighborhood of dM, and 0:
(2) 4> is called transversal to (F, 0), with respect to the extension $, if 0 is a diffeomorphism of pairs
is our collar neighborhood, for any ce, 0<ce<l we denote by ce F and ce0, B~l(dMX
For short (ceF, ce0) will be denoted by a(V, 0); it is a collar neighborhood of dM. PROPOSITION 
If (M, dM) is an h-manifold with boundary, (X, dX) a finite dimensional manifold, union of at most countably many compact connected components, (j>'.(X, dX)->(M, dM) a closed imbedding, <j5i, $2 two closed tubular neighborhoods which extend to the open imbeddings $u <?2, (V,a) a collar neighborhood such that the 4>i are transversal to (V, a) with respect to $»• and $i/$T l (V) = $ 2 /fî l (V), then f or any 0^ce<l there exists an isotopy h t :(M, dM)-*(M, dM) such that
The theorem is also true for any finite dimensional or ft-manifold X and closed imbedding of infinite codimension. The proof is quite the same as of Theorem 4.1 [2] .
( 
. Let M(M, dM) be an h-manifold (with boundary). The following assertions are equivalent:
To prove the proposition, one uses the tools of [2, §7] and Proposition 1.1.
(h) Let (X, dX) be a finite dimensional manifold, union of at most countably many compact connected components, and f:dX-*dM a closed imbedding, (M, dM) being an A-manifold with boundary. PROPOSITION 
(i) IfJ':X->Mis a continuous extension off:dX ->dMQM there exists a closed imbedding f :(X, dX)-*(M, dM) such that f and]' are homotopic relative to dX.
ii) If (V, 6) is a collar neighborhood of dM, f\ and f2 are two closed imbeddings extending ƒ, homotopic relative to dX and transversal to (V, 0), 0 g a < 1, then there exists an isotopy of closed imbeddings f t such that ft= z fi-h/fï 1 (aV) and f t is transversal to a(V, 6) for any t. (iii) Moreover there exists an isotopy h t : M-+M such that ho = id and hrfi=U
This proposition is a very important tool in our general handle decomposition method.
( This proposition is an easy consequence of Proposition 1.4. Using the handle decomposition one can give an easier proof of the following theorem [2] . THEOREM (2) (a) PROPOSITION 
Any open set U in the hilbert space H is a stable manifold, i.e. U is diffeomorphic to UXH (hence because of [l], any hilbert manifold is stable).
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